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It’s been an honour and a privilege to have worked alongside the same team for the past five years to create our unique VR game, a space combat simulator that will
transport you into the heart of the Kaa Moon. For the first time, a virtual reality game has begun to rival actual flight sims in terms of the imagery and fidelity that it

provides. Headtrip Studios is proud to be the first to release such a game and iOMoon, is our flagship virtual reality flight simulator. During your stay at the Kaa Moon, you’ll
be able to live out your VR sci-fi dreams. Discover the origins of an unidentified vessel, conduct guided tours to the most iconic parts of the ship, and, with the help of our

AI pilots, engage in highly accurate, high fidelity dogfights. KEY FEATURES - Live a life of luxury - Enjoy incredible photo and video recording - Customised cockpits and
holograms - Modern, open world level design - Largest area in VR - Battle it out against AI pilots (and other players) - High tech interiors - Use Augmented Reality to explore
the ship - Hundreds of weapons - And so much more About the Developer: Headtrip Studios is a small independent VR developer, making games for Oculus, Samsung Gear

VR and Google Daydream. We have built a thriving community of players thanks to creative and engaging virtual reality games such as iOMoon, The Beholder, Song of
Blades and Shadowbane. iOMoon has already been featured in leading industry sources such as IGN and UploadVR and currently holds the top spot in the Indie category on

the Oculus Store. Thanks to the continued passion and support of our players, we have just finished setting up our brand new office and studio space in Galway city,
Ireland, which we’re looking forward to expanding as a VR development studio! About the Platform: iOMoon runs natively on the Oculus Rift, as well as on the Samsung

Gear VR and Google Daydream, and it can be played using either controller or motion controller. This makes iOMoon one of the first games to be available on all major VR
platforms and could potentially create a new paradigm in the way people interact with each other inside the virtual realm. Further information about iOMoon: Contact:

media@headtripstudios.com Headtrip Studios e:

Features Key:

The most challenging sequel to the classic multiple choice Simona's Requiem
The best of all possible endings - with no regrets.
Improved graphics in comparison to the previous game, with special animations and special cut-scenes.
New game play improvements, improved team roles like the seeker, healer, tank, defensive, support and scienter. Many more roles and characteristics than in the previous game are included.
Challenging AI
More realistic take on the world of Simona's Requiem.
During the story some alternate endings are possible.

What's new in this version?

Darkonacle requires System Shock 2. For more about the game, click here.

See what users say about Darkonacle

Works like a charm, giving the feeling of playing a sequel to the classic DOS game. Play it now. Read more here
A lot of improvements. A lot of features added. Nice and simple. Now it's time to play again. Read more here
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In a distant galaxy, law exists only when chaos reigns. When highly advanced ships known as the Autonomous Systems come to the rescue of planet KZ-J9, they are
shocked to discover that on this planet lives a race of alien beings that have never seen their kind. The same race has performed groundbreaking research into the creation
of artificial life, life that can think and feel. These beings have created robots that look, speak and act human and even have emotions. The Autonomous Systems come to

KZ-J9 to decide if the robots are dangerous and should be destroyed. In the journey of diplomacy, the Autonomous Systems have to tread delicately to find a balance
between what they want, which is to stop the robots, and what they feel obligated to do, which is to allow them their freedom of thought and speech. In this conflict, a

wealthy company called Bonanza Aerospace Incorporated will play a key role. In collaboration with the Autonomous Systems, this company is producing a new line of space
weapons. In Olympus Game Studios' newest game, you will experience the first manned mission to the alien planet, where you will have to face difficult choices during
your stay. About Olympus Game Studios Olympus Game Studios is a joint Dutch/Spanish studio founded in 2011 by the legendary game developers, Juan and Federico

Gonzalez from Spain and Theo Van Leeuwen from the Netherlands. Olympus Game Studios has won awards such as BAFTA - Spain’s equivalent to the Oscars, GDC - Most
Innovative Game, and Deutscher Indie Gamepreis - International Indie Game Award. Olympus Game Studios' first game, The Morastia Syndrome ( was an official selection

at the Independent Games Festival 2016, 2014 IGF, 2012 IGF, 2011 IGF, 2011 IGF, 2010 IGF, 2009 IGF, 2008 IGF, 2007 IGF and 2009 IGF. The Morastia Syndrome was
nominated for an Innovation Award at the 2016 Independent Games Festival and won the award for BEST VISUAL ART, awarded by IndieCade. Their second title, now

available on Steam is The Morastia Syndrome: Evolution, which received the award for BEST VISUAL ART by IndieCade. Their third title, also available on Steam, is Nightjar,
an adventure game inspired by the brothers Grimm. Nightjar has won the Deutscher Indie-Preis and IndieCade's BEST VISUAL ART AWARD. Starting at April c9d1549cdd
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Perfectly playable, yet not fully realised and beautiful, this a game that's worth playing, but not really any good after the second time through. It is best played for
extended periods of time. Games Workshop - Raven's Egg: The Art of Digital Miniature Games: From the publisher of the Warhammer series, this is a collection of 10 short
games of varying degrees of difficulty for avid roleplaying gamers. The Vita - Sony PlayStation Vita 30th Anniversary Bundle: Are you already owning a Vita? Now you can
have a slice of the PS3's VR success for under £200. A really great one - Turn 10 Studios: Forza Horizon 3 - Summertime Driving Festival: Turn 10 Studios is doing us the

honour of telling us about the most important racing title of the year in terms of immersion, and the one we think that can be the best, because it is the one we are playing
right now. It comes out on December 6th - full details and our thoughts after the break The Zombies... – Blood, Bullets, Black Coffee: Zombies! You're getting hungry! Can

you survive to be the last man standing? Can you run the longest? Can you kill the most? The Tumblrs... - Oryana by Massively Multiplayer RPG Codemasters: The final
game in the Codex universe is finally released for your pleasure. Look for it on Steam and the Humble Store. Games Discovery... - Codemasters: Codex Game of the

Month:GOP presidential candidates have been sharpening their attacks on President Obama's handling of the military actions in Syria as they seek to position themselves
to the right of GOP frontrunner Donald Trump. Former Florida Gov. Jeb Bush escalated his criticism of Obama on Wednesday, accusing the president of having "declared

war" on Syria. Bush went on to urge the international community to embrace military action in Syria as soon as possible. Bush issued a string of Twitter postings
Wednesday afternoon with the message, "Not a War, Declared or Otherwise." Earlier in the day, Bush's spokesman, Brendan Buck, told ABC News the candidate was not
attacking the president's decision to launch military strikes against Syria in response to an alleged chemical weapons attack that activists claim killed dozens of civilians

earlier this month. “He’s called for strong action in Syria to make certain that chemical weapons are not used, to make certain that the chemical weapons stockpile is taken
off the table,” Buck said. Bush's remarks
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Don't Give Up is a professional platformer by Retro Studios (Super Smash Bros. for Wii U) inspired by the old game genre, but with a modern twist. The
gripping story of a young girl's determination to defeat evil after having been abandoned, with intuitive yet challenging gameplay and power-ups and

power-downs that will keep you on your toes! The difficulties setting is designed to be variable but not overwhelming for players. While you're through
the game you can play with the double difficulty, triple difficulty, and expert difficulty settings at your leisure to choose the most suitable setting for
your play style. There's no set way to win this game! Features: - Multiple difficulty settings, ranging from no difficulties to expert difficulties - More

than 70 different power-ups, including ice, wind, and light! - Soundtrack that will follow you wherever you go! Play the soundtrack while following the
story! - Original compositions for the game, such as the ending themes "Love Journey ~Dedicated to Passion" and "Determination", as well as the

soundtrack "Don't Give Up" - Full voice acting by Ami Koshimizu, the voice of Ragna and the protagonist character, Sayaka Nanase, as well as Japanese
visual novel voice actress, Hikaru Midorikawa Main Story Choice: a story of an abandoned girl who has passed away, and the journey to defeat evil with

the power of love. In the sky, high above the clouds, there lies an island that was once full of happiness. But during those dark times, a man named
Lord, a demon king of the underworld, surrounded the island and started to conquer the humans and the angels alike with his hideous army. Facing off
against such an overpowering enemy, there were brave people who fought for justice in their own way. You, a young girl who had been abandoned by
everyone as a child, was saved and given a heart full of desire, and through your journey you would come to know that the power to defeat evil is in

your heart. Overcome evil and live a life of peace "Don't Give Up!" is the name of the final battle between good and evil. The victory of the good will be
the essence of the end of this world, in other words, everlasting peace. In the world of "Don't Give Up!", the fighting spirit of humans has been

exhausted, with their pride crushed and their power gone. All that's left are the angels and the humans
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